PEDESTAL REASSEMBLY

1) Be sure the Pedestal Height Bushing is in the pedestal weldment. Be sure the Pedestal Bottom Bushing is on the Inner Post. If you have removed the Pedestal Gas Spring Extension from the Inner Post, screw it back in.

2) Slip the Inner Post up through the bottom of the Pedestal Weldment.

3) Align the SLOT in the Inner Post with the hole on the body of the weldment. Extend the Inner Post up until the bottom of the SLOT is under the countersunk hole. Put the Pedestal Collar clamp on and tighten.

4) Install the Pedestal Slot Bushing: Put the 5/16"-18 x 1 1/2" flat head machine screw into the countersunk hole. Reach into the weldment and slip the bushing over the screw, then the 5/16" washer and lastly start to thread a 5/16" nylock nut. Use a 7/16" open end wrench and 3/16" allen wrench to tighten. Once installed, loosen the Pedestal Collar clamp and test the "up and down" movement of the inner post. When satisfied, extend inner post to maximum height and retighten clamp. NOTE: DO NOT LUBRICATE INNER POST!

5) Install the Gas Spring: This is a TWO-MAN Job! Turn pedestal assembly upside-down. Insert gas-spring with bottom plate/bottom mount into gas spring extension. When properly seated, the bottom plate will extend about an inch or so from the bottom of the weldment. The Pedestal Bottom Plate must be pushed (and the Gas Spring compressed) down into the Pedestal Weldment. (Suggestion:With the butt end of hammer or thick dowel about as long as the hammer, one person presses the bottom plate down beyond the groove in the bottom of the weldment while the second person steadies the pedestal. When it is down past the groove, the second person seats the Pedestal Retaining Ring into place.) Release the pressure on the bottom plate SLOWLY to allow the bottom plate to seat properly against the ring. Turn the pedestal back upright, loosen the height adjustment clamp and "pump" the pedestal a couple times. Make sure the ring is fully seated into the groove. Once satisfied, complete pedestal assembly.

6) Snap the Pedestal Swivel Bushing and Pedestal Top Bushing into place at the top of the inner post. Swab the threads of the Pedestal Detent Mechanism with Tef-Gel or similar anti-seizing compound and screw into place. Test the function of the PDM with Pedestal Collar Clamp loosened.

When you put the seat on the pedestal, don't forget to instill the 5/16"-18 x 2" Allen Head Cap Screw into the Slide Casting. Seat Occupants should keep the Pedestal Swivel Clamp tight when not rotating the seat. This prevents wear and tear to the Swivel Detent Pin Assembly and the pedestal.

For Technical Assistance, contact: Customer Service, 631.477.2400, ext. 135, or e-mail CustomerService@stidd.com
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